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Abstract. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as the controlling protocol has attracted much attention. SIP is one of 

the most widely used for securing and controlling communication over the Internet. Recently, Arshad and Ikram 

proposed an enhanced mutual authentication scheme for SIP based on Tasi’s scheme. In this paper, we focus on the 

security weaknesses in the Arshad and Ikram’s SIP authenticated scheme with Elliptic Curve Cryptography(ECC). We 

found that the enhanced scheme proposed by Arshad and Ikram was insecure against internal and masquerade attacks 

while not providing anonymity and update password phase. We then propose an advanced scheme to remedy the flaws 

and maintain benefits of the original scheme at the cost of increasing the computation consumptions slightly. Through 

a carefully security analysis and Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic analysis of our scheme, we show that our 

scheme is more secure than other related schemes. 
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1. Introduction 

Multimedia service is one of the most important 

application classes of wired or wireless networks. The 

session initiation protocol (SIP) is a great importance 

protocol and has been widely used for multimedia 

services. SIP [1-3] is a text based and one of the most 

popular client/sever protocols for multimedia services. 

Authentication is a necessary process when a remote 

user wants to get services from the corresponding 

sever [4-8]. Most communication environments of SIP 

are unsafe which naturally raises the issue of provi-

ding security protection for communication partici-

pants. Therefore, try to design a robust and efficient 

mutual authentication is meaningful and interesting. 

Recently, numerous authentication schemes have 

been proposed for SIP [7-12]. In 2005, Yang et al.[15] 

proposed a Diffie-Hellman key exchange authentica-

tion scheme. However, both Kong [16] and Ring [17] 

found that Yang et al.’s scheme was vulnerable to 

replay attack. Later, Durlanik and Sogukpinar [18] 

also pointed out that the computational cost of Yang et 

al.’s scheme was very high and an enhanced authenti-

cation scheme was proposed by adopting Elliptic 

Curve Cryptography (ECC) which offered equivalent 

security with smaller key size as any other crypto-

system [19,20]. Unfortunately, Yoon et al.[21] found 

that Durlanik and Sogukpinar’s scheme could not 

withstand the stolen verifier and off-line password 

guessing attacks. They then presented a secure ECC 

based authentication scheme for SIP to eliminate the 

flaws of Durlanik and Sogukpinar’s scheme. Tsai [22] 

proposed an efficient authentication scheme only 

using hash functions and random numbers, which lar-

gely reduced the computation cost. However, Arshad 

and Ikram [23] showed that Tsai's scheme failed to 

achieve known-key secrecy and perfect forward 

secrecy while it was susceptible to off-line password 

guessing and stolen-verifier attacks. Subsequently, 

they presented an ECC based authenticated key 

agreement scheme and declared that the proposed 

scheme was immune to possible attacks. 

This study concentrates on  Arshad and Ikram’s 

scheme. We find that Arshad and Ikram’s scheme 

cannot protect against internal and masquerade attacks 

while not providing anonymity and update password 

phase. To remedy these weaknesses, we propose an 

improved scheme and maintain benefits of the original 
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scheme at the cost of increasing the computation 

consumptions slightly. By a careful security analysis 

and BAN logic [24] analysis of our scheme, we show 

that it is more secure than other related schemes. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follows. Section 2 introduces some notations and 

associated difficult problems based on the Elliptic 

Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH). The review and 

security analysis of Arshad et al.'s scheme are shown 

in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Section 5 

shows our proposed scheme. Section 6 presents a 

security analysis of our scheme. The performance and 

functionality comparison among the proposed scheme 

and other related schemes are shown in Section 7. 

Section 8 is a brief conclusion. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we show some notations and hard 

problems related with the ECC . Some notations used 

in this paper are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Notations 

 

2.1. Hard problems 

1. Given points BA, over ),( baEp , the compu-

tational discrete logarithm (CDL) problem is 

to decide 
*
pFm  from mAB  . 

2. Given points nPmP,  over ),( baEp , the 

computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) 

problem is to compute mnP . Note that ECC 

is defined as the form of 

)(mod:),( 32 pbaxxybaEp   over a 

prime finite field pF , where PFba ,  and

)(mod0274 23 pba  . 

3. Given points mPP,  over ),( baEp , the 

inverse computational Diffie-Hellman 

(ICDH) problem is to find Pm 1  . 

3. A review of Arshad and Ikram’s scheme 

In this section, we briefly review the Arshad and 

Ikram's scheme. There are two phases in Arshad and 

Ikram's scheme: registration and authentication. 

3.1. Registration 

1) U delivers his UID  and password UPW  to S ; 

2) S computes )||( UU PWIDhHPW  , 

( || )S U SHK h ID p and 
SVPW HPW HK 

,where 
Sp  is the secret key of S . Then, S  stores 

{ , }SHPW HK into his database. 

3.2. Authentication and the session key establish-

ment  

1) U  calculates )||( UU PWIDhHPW   and 

selects a random number UR . Then, U  computes 

PHPWRA U and sends the request message 

},{ AIDU to S ; 

2) When receiving the login message, S  first 

extracts HPW  from VPW and computes 1HPW by 

Extended Euclidean Algorithm. Next, S generates a 

random number SR  and computes PRB S , the 

session key )( PRRhSK USS  and )||(1 BSKhh S . 

Finally, S  sends the challenge message },,{ 1hBrealm

to U . 

3) After receiving the message, U  computes 

)( BRhSK UU  and checks whether 

1

?
'
1 )||( hBSKhh U  . If they are correct, U  computes 

)||||( UU SKrealmIDh and sends the response 

message )}||||(,,{ UUU SKrealmIDhrealmID  to S . 

4) On receiving the message, S  computes 

)||||( SU SKrealmIDh  and checks whether it is equal 

to the received value. If they are equal, U  and S  

share the session key SK . The process of 

authentication phase is shown in Figure 1. 

4. Weaknesses of Arshad and Ikram’s scheme 

In this section, we show that Arshad and Ikram's 

scheme is vulnerable to internal and masquerade 

attacks while not providing anonymity and password 

changing phase. The following attacks are based on 

the assumptions that a malicious attacker C has 

Notation Description 

U , S  User and Server 

AID  Identity of an entity A  

APW  Password of an entity A  

Ap  Secret key selected by A  

s  Private key of S  

SQ  Public key selected of S  

AR  A random number selected by A  

)(sF  A trapdoor function 

)(h  A one-way hash function 

P  Generator point on the elliptic curve 

][mEK  
Encrypt the message m  using the 

symmetric key K  

][mDK  
Decrypt the message m  using the 

symmetric key K  

  Exclusive-or operation 

||  Concatenation operation 
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(7) Check

U S

(5) Compute

?)||( 1hBSKh U 

),()(= PRRhBRhSK SUUU 

Check

Compute

(1)  Generate

),||(= UU PWIDhHPW

PHPWRA U

(3) Compute

),||(= SUS KIDhHK

,SHKVPWHPW 

,= 1' PRAHPWA U

.)||(=1 BSKhh S

Extract

Select ,SR

?)||||()||||( UUSU SKrealmIDhSKrealmIDh 

Share .= PRRSK SU

UR

,PRB S )()( ' PRRhARhSK USSS 

),()2( AIDREQUEST U

),,()4( 1hBrealmCHALLENGE

)),,(,,()6( UUU SKrealmIDhrealmIDRESPONSE

Registration

),)(1( UU PWID
(2) Compute

.

),||(

),||(=

S

SUS

UU

HKHPWVPW

pIDhHK

PWIDhHPW





Store ., SHKHPW

Authentication

 

Figure 1. Authentication and the session key establishment phase of Arshad and Ikram's scheme 

 

completely monitor over the communication channel 

connecting U  and S  in authentication and the session 

key establishment phase. So C  can eavesdrop, 

modify, insert, or delete any message transmitted via 

public channel [25]. 

4.1. Anonymity  

In Arshad and Ikram’s scheme, U ’s UID  is 

exposed in public channel. Thus, any malicious 

attacker can intercept the message among the 

communication channel and easily trace who 

communicates with S . 

4.2. Internal attack 

In the registration phase of Arshad and Ikram’s 

scheme, U ’s plain-text password UPW  is directly 

revealed to S . Assume there is an inside malicious 

sever C who has known UID  and UPW . Next, he can 

firstly compute )||( UU PWIDh  and then further 

launch intercepting attack to get the session key 

shared among any other users, the related service is 

provided by servers. Thus, Arshad and Ikram’s 

scheme cannot withstand internal attack. 

4.3. Masquerade attack 

In Arshad and Ikram's scheme, after S  receives 

the request message },{ AIDU  from U , S  does not 

verify whether the request message comes from the 

legal user U . Therefore, as described in the previous 

subsection, we assume U ’s UPW  has been leaked. 

Moreover, the request message },{ AIDU  has been 

eavesdropped by the attacker C . And then, C  selects 

a random number UPW  and sends the forged request 

message },{ 'AIDU  to S , the session still continue in 

their scheme, where PRPWIDhA UUU
'' )||( . 

Finally, C  who is masquerading as U  and S  will 

authenticate each other and agree on the common 

session key. 

4.4. Lack of password update option 

When U ’s password is expired or leaked, U may 

wish to change UPW ,for the sake of security. 

Moreover, it is a widely recommended security policy 

for highly secure applications that users’ password 

should be updated or changed frequently. However, 

there is no such option in Arshad and Ikram’s scheme. 
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5. Advanced scheme 

In this section, we propose an improved  mutual 

authentication scheme for SIP. Our proposed scheme 

not only overcomes weaknesses of Arshad and 

Ikram’s scheme but also achieves mutual 

authentication and resists internal attack. 

5.1. Registration  

1) U  chooses his password UPW , his own secret 

key 
Up . Then, U computes ( || )U U UPWD h PW p , 

( || )U UHID h ID PWD  and submits { , }UID HID  to 

S  via a secure channel. 

2) When receiving the message, S  computes 

)( SphHIDEID  and stores EID in its database. 

5.2. Mutual authentication and key agreement 

1) U  generates a random number UR  and 

calculates PRT U  ][ UQR IDEM
SS

 , 

)||||( THIDIDhU U . Then, U  delivers the request 

message },,{ UTM to S . 

2) After receiving the message, S  first decrypts 

M  by using the symmetric key sT to derive UID  

and checks whether )||))((||( TphEIDIDh SU   is 

equal to the received U . If it holds, S  generates a 

random number SR and calculates PRH SS  , 

TRSK S
, 

)||||||||( UIDsTTHIDSKhAuth 
. 

Finally, S  sends the challenge message 

},,{ AuthHrealm S to S . 

3) On receiving the message, U  computes SK   

U SR H and checks whether ( || ( || ) ||U Uh SK h ID PWD

?

|| )U U SR P R Q Auth . If they are not correct, the 

session is terminated. Otherwise, U computes 

)||||||( HIDHIDSKhV SUU  , and then sends the 

response message },{ UVrealm to S . 

4) Upon receiving the message, S  verifies 

UUS VIDPRHIDSKh
?

)||||||(  . If they are not equal, S  

stops the session. Otherwise, S  agrees on a common 

session key SUS HRTRSK  with U . 

5.3. Update the password 

When U  wants to change the password from 

UPW  to new
UPW , he can finish this process with  

assistance from S . 

1)U selects a random number 
UR and new

Up , then 

he submits { ( || ( || ( || )))U U UP h SK h ID h PW p , 

( || ) ( || ( || )))new new

U U UQ h SK R h ID h PW p  , }UR to 

S . 

2) S  calculates )))((||( SphEIDSKh   and 

validates whether it is equal to the received P . If it is 

equal, S  computes ( ) ( || )new

S UEID h p h R SK Q    and 

then replaces EID with 
newEID . 

 

U S

(3) Compute

., TRSKPRH SSS 

).||||||||( HIDsTIDTSKhAuth U

Select ,SR

Compute

(1)  Generate ,UR

,PRT U ),,()2( TUMREQUEST

),,()4( AuthHrealmCHALLENGE S

).||||(

],[

THIDIDhU

IDEM

U

UQR SU





UTphEIDIDh

MDID

SU

sTU

?

)||))((||(

],[][





(5) Check

?)||

||||||(

AuthHID

QRPRIDSKh SUUU



,SU HRSK 

Compute

).||||||( HIDHIDSKhV SUU 

(7) Check

?)||||||( USU VHIDPRIDSKh 

Share .SUS HRTRSK 

),()6( UVrealmRESPONSE

Registration

(3) Compute
),)(2( UU PWID

).( SphHIDEID 

(1)Generate ,Up

Compute

).||(

),,(

UU

UUU

PWDIDhHID

PWphPWD





Authentication

Store .EID

 

Figure 2. Authentication and the session key establishment phase of the proposed scheme 
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6. Security analysis 

In this section, we first conduct discussion and a 

security analysis of the proposed scheme. Then, we 

apply Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic [24] to 

demonstrate that the authentication process can 

correctly generate a session key between communi-

cating entities. The following attacks are based on the 

assumptions that a malicious attacker C  has 

completely monitor over the communication channel 

connecting U  and S  in mutual authentication and 

key agreement phase. So C  can eavesdrop, modify, 

insert, or delete any message transmitted via public 

channel [25]. 

6.1. Anonymity  

In our scheme, user's real identity UID  is not 

directly revealed in an open channel. UID  is protected 

by symmetric cryptography, where the symmetric key 

SUQR is related with user's random number and the 

server's public key. The legal server can gain the 

correct data by using his private key. Any third parties 

are not able to know which service is request by U . 

6.2. Internal attack 

In the registration phase, U  submits },{ HIDIDU  

instead of },{ UU PWID , where ( ||UHID h ID h

( ) || )U UPW p . The sever S  cannot retrieve the user's 

password because of the property of the hash function 

and secret information. Thus, C  will be unable to plot 

internal attack successfully. 

6.3. Mutual authentication 

In our scheme, S  authenticates U  by verifying 

UTphEIDIDh SU

?

)||))((||(  , ( || ||U Sh SK ID R P

?

|| ) UHID V . U  authenticates S  by checking 

?

( || || || || )U U U Sh SK ID R P R Q HID Auth .  

Thus, our scheme provides mutual authentication 

between U  and S . 

6.4 Masquerade attack 

In our mutual authentication phase, when C  tries 

to masquerade as a legal user, he cannot generate a 

proper message M since he lacks Up and UPW   

to compute the verifier HID . Moreover, it would  

not be feasible for C  to attempt to modify the 

intercepted message UV , because he cannot compute 

the correct session key lacking of two one time 

random numbers UR and SR  which are based on the 

CDL problem. Besides, when C tries to masquerade 

as a legal server, he will be detected by the user 

because he cannot generate the correct message 

)||||||||( HIDsTTIDSKhAuth U for validation. 

UR  and SR  are generated by U  and S , respectively. 

Thus, our proposed scheme can withstand the 

masquerade attack. 

6.5. Verifier attack 

Even though C  acquires EID stored in S , he 

does not have sufficient information to calculate user's 

identity and password since they are hidden in a hash 

function with S ’s secret key Sp . Therefore, our 

scheme is secure against verifier attack. 

6.6. Replay attack 

In our scheme, even if C  initiates a parallel 

session to imitate legitimate user to login onto the 

server by resending the captured messages transmitted 

from U  to S , he cannot be authenticated successfully 

by S . Since U  generates a new random number 
UR  

for each authentication request, the previous T  is not 

equal to the new one. Therefore, the proposed scheme 

is secure against replay attack. 

6.7. Perfect forward secrecy 

Even though C  can compromise all the passwords 

of communication entities, he cannot compromise the 

session key at all. In our scheme, PRRSK US  is 

generated by U  and S , respectively. C  cannot 

obtain SR  and UR  at the same time from PRH SS  , 

PRT U  based on the security of CDL problem. 

Thus, our scheme can achieve perfect forward secrecy. 

7. Verifying authentication scheme with BAN 

logic 

We introduce some notations and logical postulates 

of BAN logic that we will use in our scheme. 

1. BAN logical postulates 

a. Message-meaning rule: 
MBA

MABAA
K

K

|~|

,|



 
: 

if A  trusts that A  and B  share K , and sees M  
encrypted with K , A  then trusts B  once said M . 

b. Fresh conjuncatenation rule: 
),(#|

)(#|

NMA

MA




: if A  

trusts freshness of M , A  then trusts freshness of 

),( NM . 

c. Belief rule: 
),(|

|,|

NMA

NAMA




: if A  trusts M  and 

A  trusts N , then A  trusts M  and N . 

d. Nonce-verification rule: 
MBA

MBAMA





||

|~|,#|
: if A  

trusts that the freshness of M and that B  once 

said M , then A  trusts that B  trusts M . 
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Table 2. BAN logic notations 

 

Table 3. Functionality comparison 

 Ours [23] [22] [12] [11] [10] 

Provide 

anonymity 
Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 

Provide mutual 

authentication 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Provide perfect 

forward secrecy 
Yes Yes - - Yes Yes 

Password 

changing phase 
Yes No No Yes Yes No 

Resist insider 

attack 
Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 

Resist 

masquerade 

attack 

Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 

Resist replay 

attack 
Yes Yes No Yes Yes - 

Resist verifier 

attack 
Yes No No - - Yes 

 

e. Jurisdiction rule: 
MA

MBAMBA





|

||,|
: 

f. if A  trusts that B  has jurisdiction over M  and A  

trusts B on the fact of M , A  then trusts M . 

2. Idealized scheme 

U S :
SU

U SQURID


 , { , } HIDU
U S

ID T


,

{ , , } HID

SK

S U
U S

U S H ID


 ,T  

S U :
SU

UU

SK

HIDsTIDPRSU


 },,,{ , SH  

3. Establishment of security goals 

1goal : | |
SK

U S U S    

2goal : |
SK

U U S   

3goal : | |
SK

S U U S    

4goal : |
SK

S U S   

4. Initiative premises 

1p : RU #  

2p : SRS #|  

3p : SUU
HID

|  

4p : SUS
HID

|  

5p : )(| SUUS
SU QR

  

6p : )(| SUSU
SU QR

  

7p : )(| SUSU
SK

  

8p : )(| SUUS
SK

  

5. Scheme analysis 

1a :Since 
3p  and 

{ , , , } HID

SK

U U
U S

U U S R P ID sT


 , 

through the message-meaning rule, we obtain:  

| |~ ( , , , )

SK
SK

U UU S U S R P ID sT  . 

2a : Since 1p  and 1a , through the fresh 

conjuncatenation rule and nonce-verification rule, we 

obtain: ),,(|~|

SK

U

SK

sTIDSUSU   

3a : Since 
2a , through the belief rule, we obtain: 

1| | ( )
SK

U S U S goal   , | |
sT

U S U S   . 

2goal : Since 1goal  and 7p , through the 

jurisdiction rule, we obtain: |
SK

U U S  . 

4a :Since 
SU

SU

SK

HIDHIDSUS


 },,{  and 
4p , 

through the message-meaning rule, we obtain: 

| |~ ( , , )
SK

S US U U S H ID  . 

5a : Since 4a  and 2p , through the fresh 

conjuncatenation rule and nonce-verification rule, we 

obtain:  

| | ( , )
SK

US U U S ID   . 

6a : Since 
5a , through the belief rule, we obtain: 

3| | ( )
SK

S U U S goal   , | | US U ID  . 

4goal : Since 
8p  and 

3goal , through the 

jurisdiction rule, we obtain: |
SK

S U S  . 

 

 

Notation Description 

XA |  A  trusts X  

SU
K

  Share  a  key K  between  user and sever 

X#  X  is fresh 

XA  A  sees X  

XA |~  A  said X  

),( YX  X or Y  is one part of ),( YX  

KX   X  is encrypted with K  

KX}{  X  is hashed with K  
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Table 4. Comparison of computational costs 

 Ours 
Arshad and 

Ikram [23] 

Tsai 

[22] 

Kumari et al.’s 

scheme [12] 

Chaudhry et 

al’s scheme [11] 

Chaudhry et al’s scheme 

[10] 

U  SPMH 133   PMH 33   H2  PMPAH 315   PMH 35   PMPAH 315   

S  SPMH 134   PMH 34   H3  PMH 25   PMH 13   SPMH 235   

Total SPMH 267   PMH 57   H5  PMPAH 5110   PMH 48   
SPMPAH 26110   

 

8. Performance and security properties 

comparison  

In this section, we compare the functionality and 

performance of our scheme with Chaudhry et al’s 

scheme [10,11], Kumari et al.’s scheme [12], Tsai’s 

scheme [22] , Arshad and Ikram’s scheme [23]. All 

comparisons are described as Tables 3 and 4. From 

Table 3, we can see that the proposed scheme can 

provide proper user anonymity and password 

changing phase while preventing insider, masquerade, 

and verifier attacks, where Tsai’s [22] and Arshad and 

Ikram’s schemes[23] fail to cope with, Chaudhry et 

al’s. scheme [10] cannot provide password change 

phase, both of Chaudhry et al.’s scheme [11] and 

Kumari et al.’s scheme [12] fail to consider verifier 

attack. The computation cost of these schemes is 

shown in Table 4, where H , PM , PA, and S denote a 

hash function operation, an elliptic curve scalar point 

multiplication operation, an elliptic curve point 

addition operation, a symmetrical cryptography 

operation and exclusive-OR operations separately. 

From Table 4, we can see that Tsai’s scheme [22] has 

better performance than Chaudhry et al.’s scheme 

[11],  Kumari et al.’s scheme [12], Arshad and Ikram's 

scheme [23], and the proposed scheme, but Chaudhry 

et al.’s scheme [10] consumes a slightly higher than 

our scheme. In a word, the proposed scheme is more 

secure and has many excellent features compared with 

these related schemes.  

9. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented a security analysis 

of the Arshad and Ikram’s scheme and shown that the 

scheme is vulnerable to internal, masquerade attacks 

and can not provide anonymity and password 

changing phase. An advanced scheme is proposed that 

inherits the merits of the Arshad and Ikram’s scheme 

and resists the aforementioned attacks with a slight 

higher computation cost than others. Finally, in 

comparison with the previously proposed schemes on 

security and performance, our scheme is efficient and 

more secure than other related schemes. 
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